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Hello,

The month of  November 2012 I was lucky enough to

get a residency at The Cyberpunk Apocalypse House in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  Run by Daniel McClosky

(AKA Danny Mac) the house allows artists to spend a

month pushing themselves to create more work & to

level up as artists.  I went in with the goal of  trying to

free myself  from the block I had on drawing my own

comics, of  thinking that my artwork sucked so bad I

couldn’t do anything besides stick figures, which I

planned to get over by forcing myself  to do 90 sketch

cards & 60 paintings.  I also wanted to get over my

reclusive nature & really be a part of  the Pittsburgh

cartoonist community for the month that I was there.  I

like to think I was successful on both fronts.  Anyway,

here are the couple hundred images I made in my time.

Thanks for your interest & support.

 Hrt

Brian John Mitchell



Here’s my checklist for packing to go to Pittsburgh.

I didn’t end up using everything I took with me & fitting

it all in my car & then all in my room was a challenge.  I

did have the foresight to make the list a couple days

before the trip.



After getting my car packed up & saying goodbye to

my special lady friend, it was probably around noon

when I got out of  town.  Anyway, here’s Mount Pilot

(as made famous by The Andy Griffith Show) a few hours

from Raleigh.  The jagged rocky cliff  on the top of  the

mountain is pretty unique & recognizable.  Seeing it

always makes me feel at home & at peace with the world.

Maybe at some point in life I should move close enough

to see it every day instead of  just one or two times a

year....

November 1, 2012



So this is the sky as I was driving through West Virginia.

As I was driving I noticed all of  the traffic lights were

out.  It had been hit by a blizzard from Hurricane Sandy

& quite a few people died, but somehow things in a

state like West Virginia don’t hit the national news in

the same way events in New York City do, which is

unfortunate.  Also, at a rest area in West Virginia I made

friends with a kitty cat, but I didn’t have my camera

handy.



Coming into Pittsburgh from the south, you go through

a tunnel in a mountain & then bam! A city magically

appears!  I always like it when cities just kind of  appear

by magic like that.

It felt like a pretty long day.  When I was young a long

car ride & then lugging a bunch of  stuff  up three flights

of  stairs was fine, now it just makes me tired.  There’s a

big difference between being twenty & pushing forty

no matter how much I try & pretend I’m still young.



November 2, 2012
The first night sleeping in my cozy little room with a

space heater I had a couple of  dreams....

I’m at the gate of  heaven & I’m given the opportunity

to write one name in The Book of  Life.  Rather than

writing my own name, I write my grandmother’s & walk

off  to accept my fate.

The girl that I might be falling in love with has a new

tattoo on the inner bicep of  her left arm.  It’s a red

circle with a black silhouette of  the three wise men

crossing the desert.



So in addition to doing the comic book work & such, I

also run Silber Records.  I have this series of  five minute

EPs that come out every other week & so one of  the

tasks I had at hand was to get cover art done for the

Mister Science EP (as well as writing up a press release).

I had just gotten these dolls (Maria from Metropolis &

Cesare from The Cabinet of  Doctor Caligari) the week

before & new I could make some interesting images

with them, so they were the starting point for the cover

art.  The background was just a picture of  an empty

subway station blown up full screen on my laptop.



A second photo of  Maria & Cesare.  I didn’t use a flash

in this one so it has a totally different flavor than the

first one.  Cesare looks like he’s been listening to The

Cure while reading french poetry for a month, which is

kind of  funny given his face doesn’t actually change in

any of  the photographs.  The background image for

me is a little too easy to tell what it is here & of course

you can see the frame of  the laptop screen in the lower

left, so that’s no good.  Oh, & it’s probably worth

mentioning that the chair Cesare is sitting in, he actually

swiped that from Maria.



I realized for this one that if  I wanted to really have

control of  the picture, I had to control my lighting.  So

I ended up using the spotlight thing on my webcam.  It

looks pretty good I think.



Once again, going at the slightly above angle makes

Cesare look a little more like a depressed teenager whose

girlfriend robot just doesn’t understand him.  The

horrors of  being a misunderstood genius.



In this shot you can see that Cesare’s eyes aren’t closed

& that he’s some kind of  possessed crazy person.  Which

is a more or less accurate description of  his character.



You were probably wondering why I had taken so many

shots, well here’s the answer.  I knew I wanted to do a

Dave McKean style cut & paste thing.  I’d never tried

one before & I think the style worked pretty well.  I

thought superimposing the face of  Michael Wood (a.k.a.

Mister Science himself) over Cesare’s face made for a

pretty funny gag.  Michael loved it & immediately made

it his Facebook banner, so I like to think I did something

right.



This is the first sketchcard I did of  the 90 I had promised

to complete during the residency.  It has the LSD haze

inspired echo lines I used to draw in high school, which

is pretty much fitting since I basically haven’t drawn

anything other than stick figures since I was in high

school.  I wish I had been given the advice to develop

style instead of  worrying about realism....



One of  the backers of  the project specifically asked for

me to do something in the vein of  the flower sketchcard

I did for my ATC Project a few years ago.  So I drew

this flower one & a few others.  Oddly in the end the

backer didn’t choose one of  the flower images.



November 3, 2012

After being in Pittsburgh for 36 hours it was time to

make my first public appearance.  I picked up Nick

Marino (Super Haters) & Shawn Atkins (Gello Apocalypse)

& we drove over to Jefferson, Ohio for the NE Geek

Expo.  We split two tables & the charge for it was just

ten bucks.  I went to the event because Nick told me

that though it was a cosplay oriented convention he had

pretty good sales at it last year.  Well, this year it was

definitely a cosplay oriented convention, but our sales

were low.  I think between the three of  us we about

broke even on the cost of  gas, tolls, & the table.  I spent

most of  the day making my wooden puzzle boxes, which

I thought would go well with the crowd; but while there

was some interest there was no one willing to pay $5 for

one.  But me & Shawn & Nick had a blast just hanging

out.



November 4, 2012

I knew I had to get on track with the sketchcards as I

was already seven cards behind & it was only the fourth,

doing this one with way too much ink on the card took

the whole morning & might not have been the best idea.



Cthulhu in crappy 1980s sunglasses? What’s not to love?

I’ve had a recent revival in my interest in Lovecraft &

Cthulhu because I’ve been reading the letters between

Lovecraft & Robert E. Howard as research for my

speculative biography comic REH.



I don’t really know what these fish are all about.  To be

honest I just wanted the sketchcards to be unique

individual pieces (not drawing the same image 90 times)

& I just drew whatever the texture of  the card suggested

to me.



A Mars Attacks! robot.  No real mystery to reveal here.

Oh, in general the sketchcards were all done with Sharpie

markers.



I used to draw this eyeball dude & this type of  sun all

the time when I was 15.  I think I may eventually

incorporate both of  these things into some comic stories

I draw myself.  We’ll see what happens with that.

It’s also worth mentioning I got to go to a bar with

David Lawrence (Ex-Mutants - a favorite comic of  mine

growing up) to watch the Steelers’ game.



November 5, 2012
November 5 I took a stab into the cartoonist culture of

Pittsburgh going to the monthly cartoonists’ lunch.  I’m

pretty bad with names & I can’t remember the names

of  the guys who were there besides Nick Marino (Super

Haters) & Shawn Atkins (Gello Apocalypse), but they

were all older dudes who’d been part of  the underground

comix of  the early 1970s.  I’m sure they had stories to

tell if  I stuck around town long enough to get to know

them, but they were in a pretty different social set so I

didn’t really get to see them again.  That’s how it goes

sometimes.  The president of  the group did read my

REH book & asked me questions about what research

I did for writing it, so that was pretty cool.



Still behind on the sketchcards, but I felt like I was

starting to make some headway.  I really like how this

feels like it is some kind of  collaboration between Franz

Kafka & Edvard Munch.  I like that the sun is totally an

insane feeling cluster of  color in a gray world.



Just a few colors.  This one really doesn’t do much for

me.  At least it does have a feeling of  movement.



I like this cute little dragon seahorse dude.  He has

potential, though I’m not sure exactly what for....



A little drawing based on the Maria doll.  Going for

style over realism, of  course, which is a good thing since

I can’t do realism & especially not noses.



This little guy is inspired by a character from Matt

Wagner’s Grendel.  I can’t remember the guy’s name, but

I do remember that something wrong with his robot

eye made him crazy.  I miss the 1980s vision of  the

semi-apocalyptic future.



I tried using a different type of  pen on this one.  The

ink smeared a little so I said, “Screw it!” & hit the whole

thing with a wet paintbrush to create a cool looking

effect I learned spilling a cup of  water on a drawing in

high school.



Just look at this guy!  You know he’s tough & he’s got

just one thing on his mind – tacos!  Nothing can stop

him!  Oddly this is the first sketchcard someone selected

to own & it now lives with Danny Mac.



A skull & a microphone & LSD waves?  Even I don’t

know what I’m drawing at times.



So after talking to my girlfriend on Skype I had an urge

to make these totally ridiculous images that I refer to as

the “silent sci-fi make out session” featuring Cesare &

Maria.  Once again doing the Dave McKean cut &

collage trick, though a little more subtle in this set of

them.



& a couple more from the make out session....



Remember that dream about the wisemen tattoo?  Well,

my girlfriend wanted me to make an image of  it.  I was

kind of  scared it would be on her arm when I got home.

November 6, 2012



What do swords dream about?  Well, minotaurs

obviously.



You think your caterpillar disguise is brilliant?  You better

watch out for that bird in the background!



The vague inspiration for this was my memory of  Nude

Descending a Staircase, No. 2 by Marcel Duchamp.  Of

course they have nothing at all in common.



So I have a son from when I was in middle school.  I

didn’t raise him.  I met him when he was 19.  His name

is Andrew Weathers.  Anyway, I introduced him to mini-

comics & he wanted to do some & he tried to make it

happen on his own & he ran into the same problem I

often do as far as not being able to find a collaborator

who can complete a project in a timely manner.  A year

or so ago I drew a lightboxed image of  Sun Ra & he

asked me if  I could do a comic with him in that style.

So he got me some images to use & it took me forever,

but I got the first issue drawn of  his trilogy (at least for

now) called Come Home Safe.



Look at all this crosshatching I did on this page.  It’s

pretty insane & fun to do the ridiculous amount of

crosshatching.  The sound of  the pen scratching across

the paper becomes soothing.  I kind of  want to figure

out a way to use it in more of  my work in the future.



More work for Andrew’s book.  The first book is about

New Orleans, so this is an old map of  New Orleans.

November 7, 2012



Simple enough, a map of Louisiana.



Here’s a couple more images.  I’m pretty pleased with

how many of  them I knocked out in just one day.



Do you remember the inspirational picture of  the cat

hanging in the tree?  Totally hokey, but I love the thing.

I might start a sketchbook getting artists to draw the

cat in their style....



This dude is vaguely inspired by one of  the dudes in

Jabba’s palace in Return of  the Jedi.  I think his name was

Ree-Yees & he looked kinda like a sick lamb with three

utters on his face with eyes on the end.  So my guy is a

bit more of  an anthropomorphosized hipster than that.



I don’t know what this dude is, but I’d guess he crawled

out of  the sea & looks kinda cute before he grows up

to destroy you.



Here’s a more muscular eye dude.  He kinda reminds

me of  a lower minion Jack Kirby would draw fighting

the Fantastic Four.



A floating pig with hair or some kind of  raccoon or a

human baby?  No matter what, there might be psychic

powers involved, so watch out.



A monster made out of  a hillside.  Typical story.



Last Night’s Dream:

I’m in a fight with some dude that’s at the point where

we’re exhausted & locked up & semi-wrestling & I lean

over & bite the guy’s collarbone & start shaking my head

like a terrier.  I’m clamping down hard & I’m shocked

that my teeth don’t break on him.

November 8, 2012



The sun coming up outside of  my window.



The sky on a surprisingly bright November day.  It

seemed 75% of  the month was gray skies.



One of  Andrew’s friends for a panel for his comic.

I think the photo reference he gave me for this one was

an ad for pillows or something.



Another one of  Andrew’s friends.



Just a room with some musical equipment in it.



The composer Scelsi, who I know nearly nothing about.



Another one of  Andrew’s friends.



Composer Andrew Hill, who I know very little about.



At night outside my window.



A stylized rendering of  my girlfriend, or at least of  her

haircut.



This alien seems confused.  Like he has questions about

what’s going on in the world.  Also you can tell it’s night

time because there’s a star instead of  the sun.



So when I was a kid the one thing I always wanted to

turn into an action figure was one of  those corkscrew

bottle openers.  So here is my rendering of  that.



Five eyes on this little monster.  I can’t tell if  he’s friendly

or scared or sick or what he’s feeling, but it sure seems

like something is up.



Finally a nice enough day to go for a walk & just sit

around outside.  I made this little man out of  seedpods.

November 9, 2012



What is happening to the sun?  Is the world coming to

an end?  Nope, I just realized if  I lay a piece of  broken

glass over the lens of  my camera it was a kinda cool

filter.



The broken glass filter over me doesn’t look quite as

good, however.



Just a straight photo of  me in the park.  It is possibly

worth noting that I didn’t have regular access to a mirror

in the house (no mirror (or sink or heat for that matter)

in the bathroom) & let my beard get out of  control.



Still in this glass distortion photo.  I think it gives off  an

illusion of  movement.



I don’t know. I just think this looks cool & mysterious.

I probably shouldn’t have given away how I took these

shots.



At any rate, now you can go & explore making your

own broken glass filters.



So long crazy sky!



An alien merman in a gasmask or some ancient talisman?

How should I know what he is?  But I do kind of  want

to do an under the sea comic now.



I thought I came up with a brilliant scheme to get friends

to back the project.  I’d call out their names on

sketchcards!  I’m looking at you Nick Marino!  Oh crap,

it didn’t work....



The big event for the evening of  November 9 was a

reading from Daniel McCloskey (A Film About Billy) &

Nate McDonough (Grixly) at Awesome Books.  I really

haven’t been to too many comic book readings & since

I knew I was going to do one at the end of  the month it

was good to see what would be expected of  me. It was

super interesting to me how much hearing Nate read

changed his work for me, because to be honest I had

always read his work way too fast.  Which, when I think

about all the readings I’ve been to, is pretty much always

true.  I feel like our school system teaches us to read as

fast as possible & it’s good to be reminded that to relax

& have fun sometimes you should read things a little bit

slower.  I’m not sure if  there’s a way to suggest a slowing

down & controlling of  reading speed other than doing

a reading or video.

After the reading I went to a bar across town with Nick

Marino where there was a troop of  a half  dozen

cartoonists who were into the more superhero end of

things & hadn’t gone to the reading.  It was interesting

to note how, despite being a fairly large cartoonist

community in Pittsburgh, it is a bit disjointed between

the tribes.  I guess that is natural with the reclusive

lifestyle of  sitting in a room alone drawing all day, as is

the cartoonist’s lot in life.



Another drawing for Andrew’s comic.  This is one of  a

house on fire.  That I need to explain what it is a picture

of  probably isn’t a good sign, but figuring out how to

draw a fire was harder than I anticipated.



This is Andrew’s friend Austin, who I have met several

times & consider a friend.  It felt really odd to drawing

someone I actually know.



Same Austin from a different photo.



Cesare returns, this time with the sea dragon, to help

advertise my reading at The Big Idea Shop.

November 10, 2012



I inverted the image & added some of  the Dave McKean

squares to get the image so it would print a little better

for a flyer because a ton of  black often prints kinda

crappy.



Here’s the final flyer, which I thought looked pretty cool.

I wanted to have them to hand out at the comic

convention I was doing the next day, even though I was

told it would be somewhat useless as it was in a

neighborhood across town.  But some advertising is

better than none, right?



Another undersea creature.  I think this dude is pissed

off  about his fate in life, even though I don’t know what

his fate may be.



A pipe robot with a heart.  I like that I did a silicon chip

for the sun.  I should use a series of  stick figure robots

at some point for telling a story.



Just a lizard man headed home after a hard day’s work

in a coal mine.



A lysergic landscape at night.



I did these flowers with the pen that smears, then I ran

water over it & re-inked it with a Sharpie.  I like the

results.



I woke up knowing I was coming down with a cold, but

I had a table at the Pittsburgh Comic & Collectible Expo

at the Century III Mall.  The main vibe of  the show

ended up being dealers showing up with a couple

hundred long boxes of  comics priced from $0.50 to $2.

So selling indie comics didn’t go too well for me or Nick

Marino or Shawn Atkins.  There were a couple

cartoonists Nick knew that had luck selling sketches of

super heroes.  But the price was right since they didn’t

charge us for tables.  I ended up buying 20 comics for

$10 & the only thing I sold was a button.  What else was

I going to do that day anyway?

November 11, 2012



My beloved Silberspy relaxing with his gun after a long

day of  soldiering.  Defending his planet or invading

yours, he could use some mead either way.



This guy was inspired by RALF, who is a knock-off  of

ALF in Super Haters.  I really should get a pair of  those

ridiculous sunglasses for myself.



I wanted to draw a figure suggestive of  movement.  It

reminds me of bigfoot.



The sun starting to poke through the clouds outside of

my window.  I ended up going to draw at a coffee shop

with Nick Marino (Super Haters), Shawn Atkins (Gello

Apocalypse), & Virginia Shields (Orbs of  Power).

November 12, 2012



Even an evil alien has to belly laugh sometimes.



Some kind of  microscopic creatures form the silhouette

of  a face.



I can’t remember what my girlfriend actually said to me

over the phone, but I thought she screamed out eggplant

for some reason.



Last Night’s Dreams:

Recording a podcast over Skype with Jayson Elliot

(Permission Magazine).  I don’t know what the topic is,

but we get into some kind of  heated argument.

I’m living at a community built around a lake.  It might

be where my parents had a camping lot when I was a

kid, but it’s built up & changed a lot.  There’s a home

schooling teacher that has a dock on the lake where

kids get dropped off  via speedboats & she has a sign

that says something like “Los Angeles Level Education

with Country Values.”  I’m just standing on one of  those

floating level docks with rails & it gets hit by a speedboat

full speed.  The dock flips over & I’m holding on to the

rails trapped inside it like a cage trying desperately not

to get the book in my hand wet (a copy of  Dungeons &

Dragons Fiend Folio).

November 13, 2012



A few more images working on my son Andrew’s

comics.  These are for the second issue, which is about

Brooklyn.



Something creepy & iconic about living in a place where

the only furniture you have is a mattress on the floor.

Though I guess that’s better than no mattress.



Another shot of  a bed.  One day I’ll finish drawing this

story.



A couple more images for Andrew’s comic.  Andrew is

actually in these two.



An image for a train coming through a tunnel.  I really

like this image.  I feel like I could just draw it over &

over again.  But what story can I tell that would require

that?



So this is the first of the painting series I did in

Pittsburgh.  They are mini-canvases, just two inches by

three inches.  I really love doing them & on a good day

I can really crank them out.  This was a good day for

doing them.



Here’s Cthulhu trying to escape his bonds again.  He

was painted with an iron oxide paint found to cause

cancer in the state of  California, but luckily I was in

Pennsylvania.



So a lot of  my paintings are abstract & about how paint

works on canvas.  So they don’t always reproduce well

in two dimensions.  The canvas was coated in red &

silver paint & then I scratched in the silhouetted heads

of  two figures with a pallet knife.



Red & black & silver paint scratched through with a

pallet knife.  I had done a few paintings previously built

around scratching with a pallet knife, but suddenly it

feels like my style.



I always think this scratch pattern looks something like

a chainlink fence.  I also think it conveys some kind of

mixture of  the feelings of  anger & despair.



More fence, this time a painted black canvas left to dry

before putting on the thick paint to cut through.



A figure in front of  an iron oxide sky that the sun can

barely poke through..



I kinda have a love for robots.  Maybe I should become

a robot.



So if  you drag the pallet knife for the fence design with

the paint still wet it ends up with this smeary design.



It’s interesting to me that for whatever reason this

particular fence design feels meticulous & orderly instead

of  angry.



Inspired by Jango Fett.



Silhouette of  an indian brave.



Inspired by the zombie sunrise cover from Dawn of  the

Dead.



Not sure what’s going on with this one.  I guess that’s

the thing with abstract art, you can’t always tell what it’s

about if  you wait until a month after painting it to look

at it again.



A skeleton hand in front of  an ocean of  blood.



Just a figure witnessing something....



This one I drug the pallet knife on the thick layer of

paint & then I added some really thin paint afterwards

to get the effect.



Can you see the ghostly figure in the suit?



Angry Cthulhu.



Curious Cthulhu.



Another one I’m not sure of.  Maybe a close up of  the

ghost image a couple pages ago?



Can you see the head that doesn’t even fit in the frame?

The big black spot in the middle is an eye socket.



A worm filled with blood on some metal sand.



November 14, 2012
Last Night’s Dream:

In a thrift store I find $1300 in a copy of the New

Testament laying in a cardboard box of  nuts & bolts.  I

leave the money & walk around the store, then I decide

to take the money because it may as well end up with

me as someone else.  There’s a note with the money

that reveals it was used to pay to kill a child as part of  a

drug turf  war.  I put the money in my pocket & then an

employee comes up to me & asks if  I want to tell them

what I just put in my pocket.



Don’t be scared my friends, it’s just Cthulhu.



Sometimes teddy bears need to go to the desert.



Doctor Who’s The Silence wearing an old Star Trek shirt.



Hmmm... this guy looks like he has some ideas.



A lot of  people don’t realize how much t-rexes loved

flowers.



Lightboxing of  my girlfriend sitting in a chair.



For my son’s comic.  I spliced his head onto David

Bowie’s body in this famous subway shot.



Last Night’s Dreams:

I get home & a friend from high school’s little brother

has moved into my house.  He’s maybe 17 & has

unintentionally wrecked the house.  He fucked up the

shower in the one bathroom & broke out a bunch of

tiles trying to fix it, but the water is running & the drain

is stopped up  & I’m sure the water is fucking up the

kitchen under the bathroom.  I never really cared for

that kid.

On the cluttered kitchen table I see someone’s list of

new year’s resolution.  I can’t figure out what month it

is.

November 15, 2012



I taught a comic workshop for kids at an art gallery.  I

used a format where you fold up a single sheet of  paper

to make a book so we could all leave with each other’s

books printed out & done.  This is the one I made laid

out to photocopy.



Here’s the covers to the nine comics we made over the

couple of  hours of  the workshop.  Four from adults &

five from kids.  I hope to be able to do some more

workshops like this in the future.



Shawn Atkins asked me about doing a little pin-up for

Gello Apocalypse for him.  So this was my first attempt

coloring in Photoshop after recreating one of  his panels.



It was a pretty day so I went back out to the park to take

some more photos.  Primarily of  some toy cars.  But I

soon found a better broken glass filter than I had on

the earlier batch of  photos.

November 16, 2012



Holy crap!  Was there a nuclear war?  Nope, I just put a

piece of  a broken beer bottle in front of  my camera

lens.



I really am excited about this real life filtering idea.

Maybe I’ll start wandering around town with shards of

glass in my pocket.



Here’s a photo of  me through the broken brown glass.



The second sun is from part of  the lens not being

covered by the broken glass.



I should use this as my Christmas photo or something.



The glass sliding off  looks like I’m about to be abducted

by aliens or something.



There’s a reason there’s so many photos like this; by

now you can probably guess why.



Here’s my Dave McKean knock off  self-portrait.



Here I am getting ready for reading my REH comic in

front of  people for the first time.  It actually was really

well received by the few folks there.



Just another image for the sketchcard series.



Last Night’s Dream:

My dad wants me to upgrade his computer to have a

solid state hard drive.  When I open up the laptop it has

a bay for a second hard drive that is completely empty.

I can’t remember ever seeing a laptop with two hard

drive bays before.

November 17, 2012



Eyed-starfish under the sea.  Just over halfway done

with the month & the sketchcards.



Is he a pet or a prisoner?  I’m going with both.



Some lysergic lines spread out around a couple little

swirls.  I like the feeling of  falling in with these designs.



When the ghost is a smiley face, he’s no longer scary.



Originally this drawing started as a spider in a cave,

though I’m not sure what exactly it’s turned into.

November 18, 2012



Dude screaming with the lysergic echo lines.  I like how

only parts of  the arms appear & their echoes destroy

the body.



A little man with a big lysergic echo.



Because of  Thanksgiving & getting ready for my show,

November 19 was my last cartoonist’s lunch & present

were Nick Marino (Super Haters), Shawn Atkins (Gello

Apocalypse), Virginia Shields (Orbs of  Power), & Nate

McDonough (Grixly).  I did learn at this one that Archival

Sharpies are way blacker than regular ones & I should

get some.  Also I found out that Sharpies are supposed

to be stored tip down instead of  tip up if  you want

them to keep flowing ink.

Later in the night I went to a graphic novel discussion

group at the library & it really made me realize that if  I

want to be part of  a local cartoonist community I should

go to the comic book events in the area whether they

seem like something I’d be personally into or not.

November 19, 2012



This semi-robotic cyborg dude is inspired by the original

Deathlok character from Marvel in the 1970s.  I know

he’s been retconned a few times, but I only know the

seventies stuff  I’d buy at the flea market as a kid.



I remembered that early on one of  the Kickstarter

Backers had requested a flower image, so I realized I

better have at least a few for him so select from.



Earlier on I mentioned David Lawrence who used to

do Ex-Mutants in the 1980s.  This drawing is inspired

by an issue of  that book (though I don’t know if  it was

while he was still working on it or not) where a child

was pretending to be one of  the villains.



The eyeball guy is back.  I really could’ve been satisfied

doing 90 cards of  this dude all in one afternoon.  But I

think that would make for a boring collection of  work

for the month.



So you know how on a walking stick there will be the

knot in the wood that looks like an eyeball?  Pretty simple

inspiration.



This robot is getting a groove on, but not too much

because he doesn’t want to be one of  those robots that

has fallen & can’t get up.



I had a couple specific plans for my final reading, so I

needed to write a specific comic that would lend itself

to what I wanted to do to make my reading a special &

memorable performance.  So here’s the first draft from

my memo pad of  Messenger #1 (continued on the next

page).





Here’s a sketchcard that Nick Marino “ghosted” for me

just in case I didn’t have time to complete all 90 of

them before leaving town.



So Nick Marino (Super Haters) runs a podcast network

at http://www.audioshocker.com & every other week

is one of  my favorite podcasts called Sequential

Underground.  It’s just about cartooning or whatever.

Anyway I guested on an episode we recorded on

November 20 about me trying to invade & take over

Pittsburgh & about Nick leaving the town to further

his career in Los Angeles.  Also on the episode were

Shawn Atkins (Gello Apocalypse) & Dan Greenwald (Blue

Wraith).  You can listen to it at the link below if  you feel

the urge.
http://www.audioshocker.com/2012/11/21/sequential-underground-54-coming-and-going

November 20, 2012



Here’s Cthulhu again & a weave pattern instead of  true

crosshatching.



This was inspired by the various spacecraft sarcophagi

I’ve seen over the years.  They’ve always fascinated me.



Here’s an angel scratched out of  a torrential green sky.



Secretly inspired by Strawman.  I’ve been supposed to

write a short piece (probably 24 panels) for David

Branstetter for Strawman for a while & it is still in my

to do list.



I don’t know who this guy is or what he’s doing.  But if

I saw him on the side of  the road I probably wouldn’t

let him in my car.



For me the young child monsters are always the creepiest

& easiest to relate to.



By now, you are probably figuring out what I’m doing

with these vague figures on highly textured canvases &

know if  you like them or not.  I hope that you do.



Another figure scratched out.  This time on a copper &

red canvas.



Here’s a bunny man, which to a lot of  people means

Donnie Darko, but to me means Harvey.



For some reason this case of  pallet knife fencing looks

more serpentine than the others.  Maybe it’s the color

choice?



I kind of  like the way how on this dude the eyes &

mouth that were scratched out filled back in with red

paint to make them super subtle.



A Batman.  Probably you could get this one as an arts &

crafts project from Arkham Asylum.  Hopefully by the

Joker.



A super subtle dude camouflaged by the copper & red

in the world.



A robed figure in smoke & flames.  Is the ghost a cleric

or is the cleric a ghost?



The hazmat suit this guy is wearing is inspired by those

worn by AIM in Marvel comics.



Pretty much just playing with colors here.  At least I

can’t remember what I was trying to tell in the image.



This uses the same crosshatch pallet knife pattern; but

by allowing the paint to set a little more before cutting ,

I got a totally different effect.



Lysergic echoes around a figure.  I think this effect works

better on the sketchcards than with paint.



First I did the crosshatching, then I undid some of  it &

cut in the robot.



I’m not even sure what this figure is about.  But I do

like him quite a bit.  He has a nose, which is rare for me.



Oh my goodness.  It’s Darth Vader.



An alien or Black Manta?  Same crosshatching & erasure

technique to make this figure.



An alien who’s lost his skin.



One of  the first comic series I ever bought was The

New Defenders.  This is Moondragon.  I think she had

some kind of  magic based powers, but she might have

just had hot scantily clad bald chick based powers.



A racecar driver.



I don’t remember where the big shoulder padded villains

first came from.  They are there in my ancient memories

as some kind of  menacing watchers.  I think it might be

from an episode of  Buck Rogers.



Another bunnyman.  This one I suppose is a little closer

to Donnie Darko than Harvey.  But I cant imagine Donnie

Darko has a bunnyman in it for any reason other than

Harvey.



This guy suggested himself  through the textures that

ended up on the canvas.  I feel like he’s some sort of

wild west alien outlaw.



Some kind of a fishman.



An alligator.  I like she sky being done with the

crosshatching pallet knife.



The gray on this is a mix of  heavy body black & iron

oxide & the red is much lighter in texture, which gave a

nice effect as far as feeling like it is currently in motion.



Where once there was molten rock, a spirit rises.



An astronaut’s suit can’t always save him.



I think this guy is laughing about hurting someone.  I

don’t want to be his friend.



A demon forming in the brimstone of  the night.



A spirit taking corporeal form.



An angry robot.  He probably has a hunchback, which

is what is making him angry.



A swamp with the water shimmering slightly against

the putrid sky it reflects.



A primitive Cthulhu.  Maybe, just maybe, an imposter.



A man scared of  what he sees in the sky.



Today’s social event was going to the comic shop

Phantom of the Attic in the Oakland neighborhood of

Pittsburgh.  It’s the comic shop most of  my Pittsburgh

friends go to & I can see why.  Standard amount of  new

books, but they had 50 boxes of  back issues at a quarter

a piece & they were actually organized.  I ended up

spending about twenty bucks & when I was  checking

out all three dudes working in the store made

conversations with me about the books I picked & asked

me if  I was from out of  town & what I was doing in the

city.  Pretty much the ideal experience you can get from

retail, given that it’s genuine instead of  forced.  I think

comic shops get a bad rep for being snobby & having

crappy customer service.  I think the crappy comic

shops, much like the crappy record stores, have gone

out of  business over the past ten years with the rise of

the internet & good shops with good customer service

that make themselves a part of  the community will

always be around.  At least I hope so.

November 21, 2012



My son Andrew talking on the phone for a panel of

Come Home Safe.



This is probably my favorite sketchcard.  I like all the

crosshatching & then the colored crosshatching in the

water.



Look out for the gas mask.  Gas masks always look

cool drawn, but silly when I see them in real life.



Another flower drawing.  Kinda nice to think I could

do something vaguely ready for a mom to like.



A lysergic giraffe & a ghost.  Pretty commonly found

scene in wild places.



A winged Cthulhu.  I love this style of  wings.  They’re

inspired by a grasshopper kite I had as a kid.



Thanksgiving.  I’d been invited to a few events from

folks in the house, but I was going to see my aunt who

lived a couple of  towns away.  When I was there my

cousin debuted his new girlfriend & so I oddly wasn’t

really quizzed that much about why I was up there &

instead it was all about grilling the girl.  Also when I got

there she asked me if  I wanted something to drink &

when I said, “Sure,” instead of  listing different types of

beer she listed different types of  liquor; which is kind

of  funny to me.  I remember one time when I was

probably 15 she was the first person I heard use the

line, “Don’t worry, I’m an experienced drunken driver.”

November 22, 2012



I started drawing my Cthulhu comic called Messenger.

Drawings above, photo references below.



It was a warm day outside, so I went for a walk & got a

few photos in putting a piece of  a broken beer bottle

over my camera lens.  In retrospect, it looks a bit like

The Crow II.

November 23, 2012



Photos of  the sky through the broken beer bottle.

No wonder I like beer, it makes the world look magical.



I bought this skull car a few months ago.  I knew

eventually it would make for some cool photos.  Maybe

a music video one day....



I thought this scorpion car would look cool for the

photos as well.  I took a few dozen with it & to be

honest I wasn’t happy with any of  them & deleted all

except this one.  I can’t tell what is going to work until I

do it sometimes.  Still, it was worth a dollar & I can still

one day give it to a five year old boy & he’ll love it.



So these 1980s sunglasses that are all over in the

sketchcards; they’re all mostly inspired by Blackjac Mac

from the comic Grimjack.  I probably should re-read

some of those comics at some point, but lately I’m on a

kick of  creating rather than absorbing content.



So before I was headed up to Pittsburgh I’d heard about

a con in Cleveland called Genghis Con that takes place

the Saturday after Thanksgiving.  I went to the website

& there was no information about it for 2012, sent an

email & got no response, & then heard from a couple

past vendors that it was cancelled.  While in Pittsburgh

I got the word that it was back on & though I still

couldn’t get an email response from the organizers, the

Cyberpunk Apocalypse cartoonists knew them & said

they could get me a table & I road down with five other

cartoonists & I got to show Danny Mac the secret

bathrooms at the Ohio Turnpike Rest Area (private

bathroom including a shower!).

It was a small show held in a bar (Beachland Ballroom)

& to be honest about the size of  the kind of  show I’d

like to try to pull off  in my hometown at some point.  I

ended up sitting next to my buddy Ken Eppstein of

Nix Comics & that was pretty cool to spend some more

time with him.  On the other side of  me was Mike

Sangiacomo who has some awards & is published by

Image & he read a handful of  my comics & gave me

some compliments.  A few tables down was Bob Corby

(SPACE) & we talked a bit.  Derf  Backderf  (My Friend

Dahmer) kept swinging by my table because he’s friends

with Ken & ended up reading a bunch of  my comics &

then picking up a few.  I also had some kid who asked

to buy my 25 best comics after reading one, so it was a

pretty cool day.

November 24, 2012



I don’t know much about this dude.  But I’ll tell you a

secret, I started drawing hair this way while I was in

high school because Simon Bisley did some stuff  that

looked something like this.



Hi there, crabman.  Please don’t pinch me.



The frogmen were the secret dominant force of  ancient

Egypt.



A balloon man or an alien?



Sometimes a man transforms into a wolf, other times

he turns into Cthulhu....



Here’s a drawing of  my girlfriend yelling at me to come

home.



Not sure where this one of star ejected eyes came from,

but I think I could do some stories with him.  The eyes

are signature enough that you could make him out pretty

well from panel to panel.



So I started drawing the panels for Messenger.  The

layouts had six panels per page, this was the first page

where the panels were all drawn (or hey, there’s that

one abandoned one).  I’m pretty happy with the style

that I developed for it.



Last Night’s Dreams:

I go to church with my mother.  After walking through

the communion line, I find myself  walking off  to sit

alone in an empty pew rather than going back to sit

with my mother.

My biological father keeps sending me text messages

grilling me for information about my new girlfriend.  I

don’t have answers for any of  his questions.  He keeps

asking things like, “Why is her favorite color her favorite

color?”

November 25, 2012



Oh my goodness!  The behaviour of  these dolls on my

shoulder seems more appalling than appealing.



Some reference photos for panels of  Messenger.  You’ll

see the results in the next few pages.



Bam! A bunch of  panels for Messenger.  I like that I have

the notes to myself  about writing the page numbers &

how big the text should be.



I like the ridiculous amount of  blood drops in the last

panel (that’s what we writers like to call foreshadowing).

The city skyline is of  Pittsburgh.



The eyeman returns in full color.  These guys were always

yellow (or white in black & white) since I started drawing

them.  I have no idea why they are yellow.



An anarchy symbol.  A heart. A weird spatial distortion.

Yeah, I guess that’s what love is....



November 26, 2012

The last panels for Messenger & the final photo reference

for it.



A creepy balloon man trying to advertise a dentist’s

office.



This little skeleton pirate is inspired by the Lego skeleton

pirates.  I want to get some blank Lego mini-figs to

customize as Silber ones, but they are more expensive

than you’d think (or at least than I’d think).



The inspiration for this guy is the preacher from Poltergeist II.

When my sister saw him she thought he was a Day of

the Dead celebration guy.  I guess he works as either

thing.



What is this guy?  I’m going with a distorted delusion

of  a dog based on the lysergic lines surrounding him.



November 27, 2012
I was closing in on getting ready to leave Pittsburgh.  So

I took some time off  working to go to Copacetic Comics

where Nate McDonough (Grixly) works part time.  They

have a ton of  cool books there & a lot of  indie stuff

(made on photocopiers & such) like you might find at

the cons that I normally show at.  I spent thirty bucks

& Nate hooked me up with $20 worth of  old stuff  he

thought was cool that would never sell.  So I was pretty

stoked.  I was most excited to get a couple of  the things

that Steve Ditko has done over the past couple of  years

as I’ve heard a lot of  good things, but never seen them

in person.  I was browsing through the shop for a couple

of  hours while Nate was inking one of  his comics, which

is probably an accurate view of  how busy most shops

catering to this indie of  a crowd are on a Tuesday

afternoon no matter what city they are in.  I can tell you

I feel quite a bit less intimidated thumbing through small

press comics without a creator there talking to me like

happens at the conventions.

After Copacetic I went to pick up some TV trays & a

lamp & from Nick Marino (Super Haters) to take home

with me to NC since he was chucking them in his move.

I also grabbed a white dress shirt from him that I needed

for doing my reading.



Another eyeball man.  I’m not sure how many I did on

the cards, but this is the last one as I was closing in on

completing the cards.



Card number 84 of  90, my final flower for the series.



There’s something frogish about this guy, but I’m not

sure what it is that gives him that vibe.



Here’s a self-portrait of  me wearing a silberspy/plague

doctor mask & wearing angel wings.  I don’t have angel

wings yet, but I do have a few of  the masks.



I think I first drew a version of  this guy back in 1991.

Sometimes I wish I had not thrown away most of  my

artwork from high school to not be embarrassed by it

in the future.



Look!  Baby alligator swirls!  Aren’t they cute?!?



Another guy I was drawing in high school.  I lovingly

refer to him as a can opener demon.



The final sketchcard.  Appropriately enough it’s Cthulhu

trapped in frozen wastes, longing for the sun.



The view outside my window at night.



Hard to believe I only got this view for a month.  It

seems like a bigger portion of  my life than that.



November 28, 2012
November 28 had finally arrived, the day of  my reading

& end of  residency show.  So I set up all of  my artwork

on display & such.  I was really happy to have some

other folks on the bill for the reading to draw more

folks out.  The other readers were Nate McDonough

(Grixly), Nils Skeletonballs (Skeleton Balls), Andy Scott

(Little Tired Press), & Steph Neary (Butterfly Kingdom).

I went to buy some beer for the reading & ended up

with 24 Leinenkugel Vanilla Porters because the beer

stores in PA make you buy beer in bulk.



Here’s all the paintings set up on display on Nick

Marino’s TV trays.  At the same time I love how fast I

was cranking these out, I wonder if  I could really do

that on a normal basis or if  only doing a series of

paintings every two years is the secret to having a bunch

fall out all at once.



Here’s the first half  of  the sketchcards on display (all

polybagged for your protection) on a bulletin board.



Here’s the second half  of  the sketchcards.  I had to

really rig this display as I thought all the cards would fit

on the bulletin board.



Here’s my mini-comics tower display.



I probably should’ve taken this picture on the first day.

It is the handle on the front door of  the Cyberpunk

Apocalypse House.



I finished setting up my display early, so I went for a

walk with Danny Mac & his dog Grandpa.  Here’s the

first shot through my broken beer bottle lens in the dog

park.



Dan of  course runs Cyberpunk Apocalypse, so it is only

appropriate to see what he’ll look like after the

apocalypse.



After the apocalypse, dogs are still happy.



A portrait of  Dan.  Some times the glass slides off  the

lens.



I really like this portrait of  Dan, it seems iconic.



I don’t even understand how the glass is covering this

small amount of  the image.  But I’m not a photographer,

just a guy who fools around with a cheap camera.



Another iconic issue of Dan.



I found a piece of  broken green glass.  The first image

through it is interesting, if  indecipherable.



Still trying to get an image through the green glass.

Figuring out the lighting was a little tricky.



Bam!  Dan through green glass.  He asked if  I could

stay a couple of  extra days for a fair over the weekend,

but I actually needed to take off  a day early because my

girlfriend’s dad was having a surgery.



Here’s Dan again.  We had an interesting conversation

on the walk about if  I was upset that I’d be replaced by

the next resident in a few days.  I wasn’t, but evidently

some people are.



Nate McDonough & Nick Marino (& Robocop!) before

the reading.



Here’s me after the reading.  As you can maybe tell, I

tried to take my reading to a performance art level.  At

the end of  reading Messenger I strapped on my guitar for

a five minute drone out ending with me spitting blood.

Nobody is ready for that at a comic reading & it was

really well received.  It is worth noting that I need to

use a lot of  blood for it to be visible because of  my

beard.



Another photo of  me coated in blood.  Nick Marino

took these pictures for me.



How beat up the performance space is only adds to me

looking like I just hacked a body apart in a basement.



Danny Mac approves of  the mess I made.  But you

know, who wouldn’t?  I had mentioned the possibility

of  spitting blood during the reading, but I don’t think

anyone really foresaw me actually doing it.  I’m not even

sure if  I knew that I was going to do it until an hour

before it happened.



Look at me being sexy.



Me & Nick goofing around.



It really looks like Nick’s about to get it from a psycho-

killer or sleepwalking zombie in this shot.



After the show they had me nail my shirt up on the wall

of  the performance space.  I don’t know if  it is still

there or not, but I like to think it is.



November 29, 2012

My last morning getting up at Cyberpunk Apocalypse

to face my long drive home.



Here I am looking heavy metal & driving on the highway

through the mountains.



Driving through West Virginia.  My sister says when I

take a photo like this without stopping the car & through

the windshield that I’m not even half-assing, I’m only

quarter-assing.  Maybe she’s right.



Back into North Carolina for a cool looking sunset, but

a return to traffic.



In general in life, I try to avoid driving at times when

there will be a lot of  traffic.



The color of  the setting sun on the clouds looked pretty

sweet.  It’s kind of  sad how seldom I bother to appreciate

sunsets or sunrises.



Aftermath...

A couple days after I got back to Raleigh, I took part in

a holiday art crawl at Kirk Adam’s Studio (where I

sometimes draw during the open studio hours on

Monday nights) showcasing the work I did while at the

Cyberpunk Apocalypse House.  There were over a

hundred folks who ended up coming through & seeing

my display, a couple of  dozen of  whom exclusively came

to the artwalk see the work I did in the residency before

mailing it out to the folks who sponsored the work via

Kickstarter.



Here are the buttons I had made from some of the

images from the residency.  I could have easily done a

dozen images, but six seemed like the right price point

with two from sketch cards, two from paintings, & two

from photos.



After my month focusing on art, I feel like I really have

leveled up & gotten more confident in my work & I

feel a drive to push myself  to do more work, which is

pretty much more than I could have even hoped for.

So maybe in 2013 I’ll be able to have my most productive

year & take things up another notch.

I’d like to give thanks to a bunch of  folks.  Obviously

there are the 44 folks who financially backed the project

via Kickstarter.  There are also the other folks who were

staying at Cyberpunk Apocalypse (Artnoose,

Commander Bernard, Max Wheeler, Nate McDonough,

Danny Mac, Grandpa, & the mysterious Morgan) & the

folks who showed me the city (David Lawrence, Shawn

Atkins, & Nick Marino).  I’d also like to thank my son

Andrew for pushing me to do more than stick figures

& my girl Karla Anne for not abandoning me when I

was gone a month & my aunt for giving me a place for

Thanksgiving & for my family back in Raleigh generally

being accepting of  me trying to make a living off  of

my art.



Silber Media
http://www.silbermedia.com
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